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For each type of animals in the image, select it from the list, then click to mark its center.
People-Powered Research

The Zooniverse provides opportunities for people around the world to contribute to real discoveries in fields ranging from astronomy to zoology. Welcome to the largest online platform for collaborative volunteer research.

Get involved now!
You're editing a workflow on a public project. Please note that any changes will result in the loss of your existing classifications for this workflow!
Welcome!

We need your help to identify damaged property and displaced people in real images of the aftermath of Typhoon Haiyan, which struck the Philippines in 2013. Your classifications will be used to help us analyze classifications from future crises.

This short guide will show you how to spot and mark certain features.

Continue
Science Learning via Participation in Online Citizen Science
Masters et al. Journal of Science Communication
arXiv, 1601.05973
The Zorilla Problem
Great work! Looks like this project is out of data at the moment! See the results or dismiss this message.

Help discover supernovae from Pan-STARRS1.

Learn more Get started
Pan-STARRS Supernovae
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Thanks to the Zooniverse team (& friends)
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